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I. DR470 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The DR470 is a fixed frequency double conversion radio 
receiver for detecting frequency modulated signals. The DR470 
operates in the 450 to 470 MHz frequency range. The DR470 is 
intended for reception of FM digital data. 

Part Number VM2501047-03 ..... base 450-470 mHz receiver 
VRlO, VRlOB and VR20 systems 

Part Number VM2501047-05 ••••• 450-470 receiver with T/R switch 
VRll and VR30 systems 

II. SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency determining elements •.••••••••. quartz crystal 
First I.F. Frequency •••••••.•••••••••..•• 45 MHz 
Second I. F. Frequency ••••••••••••.••.••• 10.7 MHz 
I.F. Bandwidth ••••••.••••.••••••••••••••. 9 KHz at - 3dB points 
Audio bandwidth •.•••••.•••..••••••••••••• 3.3 KHz at -3 dB point 
Audio distortion@+/- 4 kHz dev •••••.••• 3%@ lKHz 
Modulation acceptance •••••••••••••••••••• plus or minus 5 KHz 
Maximum data rate •••••••••..•••••••••.••• 4800 baud 
Audio output ••••.•••.•.••••••••••••.•.••• 3 volts peak-peak max. 

at+/- 4 KHz deviation 
RF input impedance •.•••.•.•.•.•.••••••.•• 50 ohms 
Sensitivity ••..••...•••••••.•••••.••.•••• 0.40 microvolts for 20 

dB quieting 
Selectivity •••••.•.••••.••..•.••••.•••.•• >90 dB at adjacent 

channel,+/- 25 KHz 
Image and surious rejection .••••..••••••• >90 dB 
Frequency stability .••••.••.•••••.••..•.• +/-0.0005 per cent 
Temperature range .••••••......•.•..•••••• -30 to+ 70 degrees 

Centigrade 
Power requirements •••••...•..•••.••.•.•• 120 Ma at 12 volts DC 
Voltage regulation ••••••••••....•.•••••• plus or minus 10 % 
Dimensions, circuit card ••••••...••••.•• 4.00" x 5.65" x 1.2" 
RF connector ••••••••••••••....••...••••• SMB minature type 

Power/output connector .•••••••••••.••••• 

power common .•••••.•••.••.•••..••.• 
+ 12 volts power •••••.•••••••.••••• 
transmit/receive ••••••••••••.•.••••• 
carrier detect signal •••••••••.••.• 
demodulated output signal •••••••••• 
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DR470 BLOCK DIAGRAM, FIGURE 1.0 
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Please refer to the DR470 BLOCK DIAGRAM, page 2 

Cl) Overview 

The DR470 is a UHF FM receiver which accepts signal input in 
the 450-470 MHz frequency range. All circuitry is contained on a 
single circuit card assembly which is attached to a mounting 
plate. The -03 unit is the base receiver. The -05 unit includes 
transmit/receive (T/R) circuitry. The T/R circuit is used to 
transfer the antenna between receive and transmit status. The 
T/R switch is used in conjunction with the DT470B to facilitate 
half duplex communications with a single antenna. 

The operating frequency is determined by a quartz crystal 
element, Yl. The operating frequency may be changed by 
replacement of Yl and by recalibration of the Y! oscillator 
frequency. If the receiver frequency is changed by more than 
plus or minus 4 MHz, a minor alignment procedure must also be 
completed. See-RF alignment, Part III. 

Power inputs and signal outputs are via a ten pin printed 
circuit card connector, Pl. The outputs provided are audio 
output and carier detect (CD) voltage. The CD output is an 
analog voltage which is proportional to signal strength. 

Three receiver output adjustments are provided: 

The data level output adjustment, R43, provides an 
adjustment of the demodulated audio signal. R43 is adjusted to 
provide 3 volts peak-to-peak amplitude with+/- 4 kHz deviation 
as measured at pin 5 of receiver connector Pl. 

The carrier detect adjustment is provided by R45. The 
carrier detector output is adjusted to 1.0 volts at pin 4 of 
connector Pl at a received signal level of 0.5 microvolts (-112 
dBm). The carrier detect or CD output is used by following 
circuitry in the VRlO, VRll and VR30 equipment to provide an 
indication of adequate received signal level. The CD level 
output will range from 0.4 to 0.75 volts with no signal input 
present due to internally generated receiver noise. 

The DC level adjustment is provided by R44. The DC level at 
pin 5 of Pl is adjusted to 4.0 volts DC with a received signal 
level of -100 dBm at the receiver nominal operating frequency. 
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, continued 

The function of each of the DR470 stages is tabulated below: 

device 

Ql 
Q3,Q4 
Q5 
Q6 
Q7 
Q8 
Q9 
QlO 
01 
03 
06 
07 
08 
09 
Qll,Ql2 

function 

RF Amplifier stage 
First I.F. amplifier stage 
First L.O. oscillator/multiplier 
First L.O. doubler 
First L.O. tripler 
Second I.F. amplifier stage 
Second I.F. amplifier stage 

Second L.O. oscillator/multiplier 
RF to First I.F. mixer 
First I.F. to Second I.F. mixer 
Active low pass filter 
FM limiter/demodulator 
Carrier detect/AGC amplifier 
Pin diode T/R switch <-05 only) 
T/R switch drivers (-05 only) 

frequency, MHz 

450-470 
45 

67.5-70.8 
135 -141.6 
405 -425 

10.7 
10.7 

34.3 

10.7 

Adjustments are provided f"or RF and Local Oscillator (L.O.) 
alignment. These adjustments are tabulated below: 

circuit symbol 

Cl-C39 
C6-C7 
FLl 
LlO-Lll 
Ll2 
C34 
Ll3-Ll4 
Ll5-Ll6 
C51 
C56-58-60 
L20-L21 
L22-L23 
L24-L25 
L31-L32 

function 

RF amplifier input tuning 
RF amplifier output tuning 
Helical resonator tuning 
First I.F. filter matching 
First I.F. tuning 
First L.O. frequency adjust 
First L.O. bandpass filter 
First L.O. bandpass filter 
First L.O. tuning 
First L.O. bandpass filter 
Second I.F. filter matching 
Second I.F. filter matching 
FM demodulator tuning 
Second L.O. bandpass filter 
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Ql 
Ql 
Ql 
Q3 
Q4 
Q5 
Q5 
Q6 
Q7 
Q7 
Q8 
Q9 
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, continued 

(2) RF Amplifier Stage 

The RF amplifier stage provides gain and selectivity at the 
450-470 MHz range operating frequency. This stage provides 12 dB 
of power gain. The RF amplifier active device, Ql, is a 
dual-gate GASFET field effect transistor operating in the 
grounded source configuration. Its operating point is determined 
by the bias developed on the control gate due to resistors R52 
and R53 and by the source terminal resistor Rl. The input 
network to the signal gate terminal of Ql is a tuned circuit 
consisting of variable capacitors Cl and C39 and air inductor Ll. 
The function of the input network is to match the 50 ohm RF input 
at connector P2 to the gate impedance of Ql and to provide RF 
selectivity. C2 and C4 are RF bypass capacitors. The bandwidth 
of the input signal is 12 MHz at the -3dB points. RVl is a MOV 
type transient protection device. R54 is included to bleed 
static charges from the antenna and feedline. 

The drain terminal of Ql is connected to a +5 volt regulated 
source by inductor L3, a 4:1 impedance matching transformer. 
L3 provides impedance matching between the drain terminal of Ql 
and FLl, a four pole helical resonator. FLl provides a high 
degree of additional RF selectivity at the operating frequency. 
FLl has 50 ohm input and output impedances. Additional RF stage 
components are C3, a DC blocking capacitor, and RF bypass 
capacitorsC8 and C9. 

(2a) Transmit/Receive Switch. 

The transmit/receive or T/R option is provided by part number 
VM2501047-05 only. Recieve input connector P2 is not used with 
the T/R switch option. P4 is provided for the antenna connector 
and P3 is provided for· the DT470B transmitter RF input. The 
T/R switch is normally in the receive position. Application of a 
positive voltage at pin 3 of connector Pl causes the antenna to 
switch to the transmit state, connecting P3 to P4. The T/R 
switch has a circuit loss of approximately 1 dB. 

T/R switching is accomplished by a dual pin diode, U9. A 
bias is provided to the receive diode of U9 by a bias voltage 
from transistor Ql2. When a positive voltage is presented to pin 
3 of Pl, the bias voltage is remove from the receive diode and. 
the transmit diode of U9 is simultaneously forward biased by Qll. 
A 12 volt+/- 10% voltage must be present at Pl-3 to switch the 
circuit to the transmit state. This key voltage also is used to 
key on the DT470B. 
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, continued 

(2) Mixer/First I.F. Amplifier 

The amplifier output of Ql is presented to the RF input 
terminal of Ul, a double balanced mixer. The inputs and 
outputsof Ul are at an impedance level of 50 ohms. The injection 
terminal of Ul is connected to the output of the final local 
oscillator stage, Q7 at a frequency which is 45 MHz below the 
450-470 operating frequency. The mixer I.F. output at 45.0 MHz 
is coupled to the first I.F. amplifier Q4. U2 has a nominal 6.5 
dB insertion loss. 

Q4, a dual gate MOSFET device, provides a nominal 20 dB of 
circuit gain at the first I.F. frequency. The 50 ohm mixer 
output is impedance matched to the signal gate terminal of Q4 by 
an L matching network consisting of inductor LS and capacitor 
C21. Capacitors Cl9, C20, inductor L9 and resistor R3 provide a 
50 ohm termination to the mixer at the image frequency produced 
by Ul which is at 405 to 420 MHz above the operating frequency. 

The operating point of Q4 is established by a bias supplied 
to the control gate by resistors RS, R6 and R7 and source 
resistor RS. Cl5, C22, C23, C25, C29 and C40 are RF bypass 
capacitors associated with this stage. 

The output of Q4 is coupled to a 45 MHz quartz crystal 
filter FL2 which provides a high degree of adjacent channel 
selectivity. The filter bandwidth is 12 KHz at the -3dB points 
and -50 dB at+/- 25 KHz. Q4 is impedanced matched to FL2 by 
variable inductor LlO and capacitors C24 and C26. L26 is a DC 
blocking choke. 

(3) First I.F. Amplifier Stage QS/mixer U2 

The output of filter FL2 is connected to the source terminal 
of a second 45 MHz I.F. amplifier stage QS via an impedance 
matching network consisting of variable inductor Lll and 
capacitors C27 and C28. QS is a junction field effect transistor 
with a nominal circuit gain of 10 dB. Its operating point is 
determined by resistor R9. Additional circuit compontents are 
L2S, a DC/RF isolation choke, C30, RF bypass capacitor, and R42, 
a decoupling resistor. 

The drain terminal of QS is connected to U2, a double 
balanced mixer via an impedance matching network consisting of 
variable inductor Ll2 and C31-C32. U2 also receives L.O. 
injection at a frequency of 34.300 MHz from the second L.O. stage 
QlO. The output of U2 is at the difference frequency of 10.7 MHz 
which is the second I.F. frequency. U2 has a nominal 6 dB 
circuit insertion loss. 
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, continued-

(4) First Local Oscillator 

Ca) General 

The first local oscillator Clst L.O.) circuitry provides an 
injection frequency in the range of 355-425 MHz to mixer Ul. The 
function of the 1st L.O. is to provide power gain and a frequency 
multiplication of 24 with -50 dB or greater spurious outputs. 
The injection frequency is crystal controlled by quartz device 
Yl which has a specified frequency range of oscillation of 14.790 
to 17.70833 MHz. This frequency is at a sub-multiple of 1/24 of 
the Ul injection frequency. 

Cb) Oscillator/multiplier stage QS 

This stage is a colpitts type oscillator using an NPN 
junction type transistor, QS. The DC operating point of QS is 
established by bias resistors Rl2 and Rl3 and emitter resistor 
Rll. The bias and collector voltage for this stage are provided 
by a voltage regulator circuit consisting of integrated circuit 
U3 and decoupling capacitors C39 and C71. U3 provides a 
regulated 8 volts which is stable with varying voltage input, 
load and ambient temperatue. 

,The quartz crystal operates in the parallel resonant mode. 
The load capacitance is determined by capacitors C33, C34, C35, 
C36, CllO and Clll.5 C33 is a negative temperature coeficient 
capacitor which, in conjunction with the crystal characteristics, 
maintains the L.O. freqeuncy stability to within plus or minus 
0.0005 % over the rated termperature range. C34 provides a means 
of setting the L.O. operating freqeuncy. The adjustment range of 
C34 is nominally plus or minus 0.001 per cent to accomodate 
crystal and component tolerances. C34 and C35 provide 
base-emitter feedback to sustain oscillation. C37 and C38 serve 
as RF bypass capacitors. 

The QS collector is connected to a two pole bandpass filter 
consisting of variable inductors Ll3 and Ll4 and capacitors 
C41-C44. This network is tuned to a frequency which is four 
times the Yl fundamental freqeuncy. The filter output signal is 
within a a frequency range of 59.1 to 70.83 MHz as determined by 
Yl and at a nominal level of -3 dBm. 
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, continued 

(b) L.O. Doubler Stage Q6 

The function of.the Q6 stage is to double the oscillator 
output frequency to the range of 118.2 to 141.7 MHz. Q6 also 
provides a nominal power gain of 8 dB. Q6 is a class A type 
frequency multiplier. The device is a NPN junction type 
transistor with its DC operating point established by 
base bias resistors Rl4 and RlS and emitter resistor Rl6. C45 is 
the emitter bypass capacitor and C40 an RF bypass. 

The collector of Q6 is connected to a bandpass filter 
consisting of variable inductors LlS, Ll6 and capacitors C46-49. 
This filter is tuned to a frequency of twice the input frequency. 

(c) L.O. Tripler stage Q7 

This circuit accepts the Q6 input frequency and provides an 
amplified output at the final L.O. frequency. Q7, a NPN junction 
transistor, operates in the class C mode with no DC bias point. 
The operating conditions are established by the signal drive 
level and emitter resistor Rl7. C52 is the emitter RF bypass. 
Rl8 provides a DC return path for the base of Q6. Inductor L30 
and capacitors CSO and 51 comprise a series resonant circuit at 
the final L.O. frequency. This network provides a base to 
circuit ground return path for the 355-425 MHz signal. 
L29 is a fixed inductor which provided impedance matching to the 
base of Q7. 

The collector of Q7 is connected to a three pole bandpass 
filter consisting of variable capacitors CS6-58-60, capacitors 
CSS-57-59 and stripline inductors. This filter is tuned to the 
specific frequency in the 355-425 MHz t.O. frequency. Itprovides 
a high degree of attenuation to harmonic and sub-harmonics 
generated by the L.O. chain. The output of this filter is 
presented to mixer Ul. The signal amplitude at the injection 
terminal of Ul is nominally+ 2 dBm. The output frequency and 
level may be measured at a 50 ohm point TP4 with TP9 reference. 

Additional Q7 stage components are DC choke Ll7, RF bypass 
capacitor C53 and DC blocking capacitor C54. 
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, continued 

(5) Second Local Oscillator/multiplier stage 

This stage is a·second colpitts type oscillator using an NPN 
junction type transistor, QlO. The DC operating point of QlOis 
established by bias resistors Rl9 and R21 and emitter resistor 
R20. The bias and collector voltage for this stage are provided 
by a voltage regulator circuit consisting of integrated circuit 
03 and decoupling capacitors C39 and C71. 03 provides a 
regulated 8 volts which is stable with varying voltage input, 
load and ambient temperatue. 

The quartz crystal Y2 operates in the parallel resonant 
mode.The load capacitance is determined by capacitors C61-64. 
C63 is a negative temperature coeficient capacitor which, in 
conjunction with the crystal characteristics, maintains the L.O. 
freqeuncy stability to within plus or minus 0.0005 % over the 
rated temperature range. C64, a fixed capacitor, provides a 
means of setting the L.O. operating freqeuncy. No user frequency 
adjustment is provided. The frequency will be within+/- 0.001 
per cent of 34.300 MHz. C61 and C62 provide base-emitter 
feedback to sustain oscillation. C65 and C70 serve as RF bypass 
capacitors. 

The QS collector is connected to a two pole bandpass filter 
consisting of variable inductors L31 and L32 and capacitors 
C66-C69. This network is tuned to a frequency which is two 
times the Y2 fundamental frequency at 43.3 MHz. The nominal 
output level is 2 dBm. The output frequency may be measured at 
test point 1. 

(6) Second I.F. Amplifier 

The function of the 10.7 MHz I.F. amplifier is to provide 
circuit gain and high adjacent channel selectivity. This circuit 
consists of amplifier Q8, cyrstal filter FL4, amplifier Q9, 
crystal filter Fl4 and associated components. 

Ca) I.F. Amplifier stage Q8 

Q8 is a junction FET device operating in the grounded gate 
conficuration and providing a nominal 10 dB of gain. The input 
impedance of Q8 as established by R22 provides a 50 ohm 
termination to the output of mixer 02. C72 is a DC blocking 
capacitor and L27 is a decoupling choke. 

The drain terminal is connected to FL3 via an impedance 
matching network consisting of variable inductor Ll8, C73 and 
R23. This network is resonated to 10.7 MHz. R24 provides RF 
decoupling to this stage. 
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, continued 

(b) I~F. Amplifier stage Q9 

Q9 is a dual gate MOSFET type FET device which provides a 
nominal 20 dB of circuit gain. The network consisting of 
variable inductor Ll9, C77 and R25 provides an impedance match to 
the output terminal of FL3. C78 is the source bypass capacitor 
and R26 is the source resistor. The drain terminal is connected 
to FL4 via an impedance matching network consisting of variable 
inductor L20, C82 and R29. This network is resonated to 10.7 
MHz. R28 provides RF decoupling to this stage. 

The control gate is connected to the AGC amplifier via a 
decoupling network consisting of R27, C79 and cao. At low signal 
levels of less than 2 microvolts referenced to the RF input 
connector, P2, Q9 has full gain due to a control gate bias of a 
nominal 4 volts. At a level of approximately 50 microvolts at 
P2, the AGC voltage is reduced to zero at which point Q9 has a 
circuit loss of approximately 6 dB. 

(7) FM limiter and demodulator U7 

The function of the limiter/demodulator stage is to provide 
a high gain so that the receiver. limits on internally generated 
noise and to recover the audio signal from the 10.7 MHz FM 
modulated carrier. This function is provided by integrated 
circuit 07 and crystal discriminator element FLS and associated 
components. 

Crystal filter FL4 is matched to the input terminal of U7 by 
thenetwork consisting of variable inductor L21, C84, cas and R30. 
C86, C87, C95, C96, C97, ClOO and ClOl are RF bypass capacitors 
associated with this stage. L22 is a power supply decoupling 
choke. The RF output terminals of U7 are connected to the 
crystal discriminator element FL4. Fl4 has amplitude 
characteristics such that the audio will be recovered from the FM 
carrier with low distortion products. Variable inductors L24 and 
L25, R31 and R32, and capacitors C90-93 provide impedance 
matching between 07 and FLS. C89 is a DC isolation capacitor. 

The audio signal is amplified by internal circuitry and 
presented to R43 which servies as the audio signal amplitude 
adjustment. C88 provides a low impedance path to 10.7 MHz and 
high frequency noise components. The frequency response at the 
audio output terminal of U7 is 3.3 KHz at the - 3dB point. Test 
point TPS is provided at the audio output terminal. Additional 
internal circuitry in U7 provides a DC output signal that is 
proportional to the log of signal level over a wide range. This 
voltage is subsequently used to derive the AGC and carrier detect 
output voltages. This voltage may be accessed at TP6. 
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, continued 

(8) Audio output circuit 

The audio output circuit consists of operational amplifiers 
U6B, U6A and USA.The function of this circuit is to provide 
audio gain and baseband selectivity. 

The non-inverting terminal of U6B is DC coupled to the 
variable gain potentiometer R43 by resistor R40. USA serves as 
an amplifier with a fixed gain of 1.8. The non-inverting section 
of U6B is connected to the regulated 5.0 volt internal bus. 

The output of USA is connected to a low pass filter circuit 
consisting of U6A, USA and associated components. The low pass 
filter is a fourth-order Butterworth design. The frequency 
response is -3 Db at 3.3 KHz. The gain verses frequency 
characteristics are determined by resistor networks· RPl and RP2 
and capacitors Cl03-106. TP7 is provided to examine the 
frequency response of the U6B section of the low pass filter. 

The low impedance output of USA is connected to pin 5 of 
connector Pl. The peak-to-peak output voltage is adjusted to 4 
volts peak-peak by R43. Voltage regulator 04 provides a 5 volt 
regulated output to fix the DC operating points of the low pass 
filter amplifiers. The DC output of U6B may be adjusted by R44. 
The output level is nominally set to 4.0 volts with an 
unmodulated signal at the receiver center frequency. 

(9) Carrier Detect and AGC amplifier 

The function of this circuitry to to provide a filtered DC 
output voltage that is proportional to carrier strength and to 
provide an AGC voltage to device Q9. The DC voltage that is 
provided by U7 is connected to operational amplifier U8B. This 
circuit provides a two pole low pass filter network to the CD 
signal. The filter components are R34-R37, C99 and ClOl. The 
response of this filter is -3 DB at 600 Hz. The filtered CD 
output is connected to the carrier detect (CD) level control, 
potentiometer R33. The R33 output is connected to buffer 
amplifier USB. The output terminal of USB is connected to Pl-4. 

The carrier detect voltage is also presented to inverting 
amplifier USA. The gain of U8A is determined by R38 and R39. 
With no carrier detect signal present, the output of U8A is 
determined by the regulated input voltage which is provided by 
voltage regulator U4 and and portions of resistor network RP2. 
The nominal output of U8A IS 2 volts with no RF signal present. 
As the carrier detect signal increases, the AGC output voltage of 
U8A sill decrease to O volts. The gain of Q9 is reduced as the 
RF signal increases. The AGC voltage may be measured at TP8. 
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IV. RF ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 

There are two recommended alignment procedures: 

IV., Part A. describes a simplified alignment procedure to be 
carried out when changing the operating frequency. 

IV. Part B. describes a comprehensive alignment procedure 
covering all RF and IF circuits. 

(1) below provides a recomended list of test equipment and 
accesories for the alignment procedures. 

REFER TO FIGURE 2.0 FOR A TEST EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION AND FIGURE 
3.0 FOR A RECEIVER COMPONENT LAYOUT DIAGRAM. 

(1) Recommended Test Equipment 

The following list of test equipment is recommended for 
Alignment Procedure A: 

a. Variable DC power supply capable of 10-15 volt adjustment 
range and 250 milliamperes m~ximum current. 

b. Frequency counter with an accuracy of 0.10 ppm or better and 
sensitivity of -20 dBm at 500 MHz. 

c. Spectrum analyzer with frequency range to 500 MHz. 
CTekronix 7L12, 7Ll3 or 7Ll5 and 7603 scope suggested.) 

d. 50 ohm cables and fittings and power/output cable for 
connector Pl (Vectran Part# VM1560800-02). 

e. RFsignal generator-, 10-500 MHz range, -120 dBm input, 
adjustable, with internal FM modulation capability. 

f. Digital voltmeter (DVM) with 0-2 and 0-20 volt DC and true 
RMS AC voltage scales. (Fluke 8010A or equivalent). 

The following additional equipment is required for 
Alignment Procedure B. 

g. Harmonic Distortion Analyzer (Hewlett Packard #334A). 

h. Oscilloscope for audio signals. 

The following tuning tools will be required: 

-Micrometals type T for variable inductors and 
potentiometers. 

-Johansen type 4093-F for variable capacitors. 
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IV. RF ALIGNMENT, continued 

A. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE A. 

This procedure must. be followed when changing the operating 
freqeuncy of the receiver. If the operating frequency is not 
changed by more than plus or minus 4 MHz from the prior operating 
frequency, thenonly steps Cl) through (4) need be followed. 

Cl) Install the new crystal in the receiver in position Yl. 
This crystal must be manufactured to Vectran Specification 
1721. The operating freqeuncy of the crystal will be 
marked on the top of the crystal case. (Example: for 
a frequency of 460.500 MHZ, the top marking will be 
460R500). This crystal is retained by solder connections. 

(2) Connect the equipment as shown in figure 2.0. 
Connect the counter to TP4 with TP9 as a ground 
reference. Use a coaxial cable with miminal lead 
length and adaptors that terminates the test points. 
If adaptors are not available, the coax cable may be 
temporarily soldered to the test points. 

(3) Apply+ 12 volts of power,+/- 2 %. Measure 115-125 Ma 
current drain using the DVM or other instrument. 

(4) A frequency reading will be observed on the counter. 
Using the plastic screwdriver type tool, adjust capacitor 
C34 for the desired L.O. frequency output. A reading of 
(operating frequency - 45.000 MHz) should be obtained. 
Set this frequency within plus or minus 100 Hz of the 
correct value. (Example: for an operating frequency of 
460.500, the L.O~ output should be set to 414.500000 MHz. 

(5) Remove the coax cable from the counter and connect it to the 
input of the spectrum analyzer. 

(6) Observe an RF output of O dBm plus or minus 3 DB at the L.O. 
output frequency. If this reading cannot be obtained, 
adjust capacitors C51,C56, C58 and C60 for maximum output. 
If this reading still cannot be obtained, adjust variable 
inductors Ll3, Ll4, Ll5 and Ll6 for a maximum reading on the 
spectrum analyzer. Readjust C56, C58 and C60 for the 
specified output power level. 

(7) Connect the DC voltmeter to pin 4 of connector Pl. 
Adjust the signal generator for a 3 microvolt input 
at the operating frequency plus or minus 100 Hz. A DC 
reading of +l volt or more should be observed. 
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IV. RF ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE, continued 

A. continued 

(8) Adjust capacitors Cl, and C39 for a maximum voltmeter 
reading. 

(9) Adjust the four screw type adjustors on the top of the 
helical resonator assembly for a maximum voltmeter reading. 

(10) Set the signal generator to 1 microvolt input. Adjust 
R33 for a+ 1.0 volt output. 

(11) Verify the quieting sensitivity of the receiver as follows: 

Turn the generator off and observe the noise output on the 
true RMS AC scale of the DVM. Ttirn the signal generator on 

and adjust the output to 0.50 microvolts unmodulated C-112 dBm). 
The reading obtained should be less than 0.1 of the noise 
reading for the specified 20 dB quieting. 

This completes Part A. of the alignment procedure. 

A. RF ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE B. (COMPREHENSIVE). 

Cl) Verify the proper L.O. RF output and frequency by repeating 
steps (2) through (6) of Alignment Procedure A. 

(2) Measure the output of the second L.O. by connecting a coax 
cable between the spectrum analyzer and TPl with TP9 as a 
ground reference. The L.O. output should be O dBm plus or 
minus 3 dB. Adjust inductors L31 and L32 if necessary to 
obtain this reading. 

(3) verify the second L.O. frequency by moving the coaxial 
cable used in part (2) above to the frequency counter. 
The observed frequency should be 34.300 Mhz plus or minus 
350 Hz. 
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IV. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE, continued 

B. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE, B. continued 

(4) Align the RF and RF portions of the receiver as follows: 

(a) Connect the DVM to the CD output at pin 4 of Pl. 
(b) Connect the signal generator to RF connector P2 

with frequency set to the operating frequency. 
(c) Advance the signal generator until a DC reading of 1 

volt or more is obtained. This should occur at a 
level of 1 microvolt in a properly aligned receiver. 

(d) Peak the two RF amplifier adjustments (Cl-C39) for 
amaximum voltmeter reading. Peak the 4 helical 
resonator (FLl) adjustments for a maximum reading. 

Ce) Adjust the three45 MHz I.F tuning adjustments in 
sequence for maximum reading. The adjustments are 
LlO, Lll and Ll2. 

Cf) Adjust the four 10.7 MHz I.F. tuning adjustments for 
a maximum reading. The adjustments are Ll8, Ll9, L20 
and L21. 

NOTE: The signal generator RF output amplitude setting may have 
to be adjusted downward as the alignment procedes. Keep 
the RF level such that the voltmeter reading is in the 1 
to 1.5 volt range. 

(5) When the above steps have been completed,the CD output 
at pin 4 should set to 1.0 volts at a level of 0.5 
microvolts. If range limiting is desired for VRlO/VRlOB 
applications, refer to RANGE LIMITING IN THE VRlO series 
system manual. 

(6) Align the demodulator output as follows: 

(a) Modulate the signal generator with a 1 KHz sine wave 
at+/- 4 kHz deviation and set the RF level to 10 
microvolts. 

Cb) Connect the oscilloscope and DVM to TP5, the demodulator 
audio output. 

(c) A sine wave with 1-2 volt peak-to-peak amplitude 
should be observed. Alternately adjust the 
discriminator tuning adjustments L24 and L25 for a peak 
audio reading. 

Cd) The DC reading at TP5 should be in the range of 5.5 to 
6.5 volts. Repeat step (c) above if necessary to obtain 
this range of voltage values coincident with a peak 
audio output. 
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IV. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE, continued 

B. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE, B. continued 

(7) The receiver I.F. and discriminator tuning must be aligned 
for minimum distortion. Proceed as follows: 

(a) Set up the signal generator as in 6.a above. 

Cb). Connect the distortion analyzer to the audio output at 
pin 5 of connector Pl. Also connect the scope to this 
point. 

Cc) A 1 KHz sine wave with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 3 
volts should be observed. If necessary, adjust the 
audio level pote.ntiometer, R43, to obtain this value. 

Cd) Measure the distortion value at Pl-4. A maximum 
value of 3 per cent should be observed. If the 
distortion value is below 3%, proceed to step (7). 
Otherwise continue step (6). 

Ce) Readjust L24 and L25 for minimum observed distortion. 
(f) Alternately adjust Ll8, Ll9,L20 and L21 for minimum 

distortion. 
Cg) Alternately adjust LlO and Lll for minimum distortion. 
Ch) Repeat steps Cd) through Cf) above if necessary to 

obtain a 3 % maximum distortion value. 
Ch) Readjust R43 if necessary to obtain the 3 volt p-p 

output reading. Set the generator output to 0.5 
microvolts and readjust the CD output control (R33) per 
step (5). 

(7) Verify the quieting sensitivity of the receiver as follows: 

Turn the generator off and observe the noise output on the 
AC scale of the DVM. Turn the signal generator on and 
adjust the output to 0.5 microvolts (unmodulated). 
The reading obtained should be less than 0.1 of the noise 
reading for the specified 20 dB quieting. 

THIS COMPLETES ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE B. 
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Figure 2.0·- TEST EQUIMENT CONFIGURATION 
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PART NUKBER : VH2500147-03 

ITEM DESCRIPTION VECTRAN PART NO. 

Cl,34,39 ca,,Var, 19610 1to4.5Pfd VB3504231 
C51,56,SB- San as above VB3504231A 
C60 San as above VB3504231B 
C2,4 Ca,,ChiP, 013Q121K 120.0Ptd VB3504363 
CJ,28 Ca,,Cer,Cos JJQpfd VB3504215 
Cl0-14,16 Not used this aPPI ication yyyyyyyyy 
C17,18,81- Not used this aPPlication YYffiYYYY-01 
C107-109 Not used this aPPlication YYYYYYYYY-02 
CB,37,38 Ca,,Cer,Co!f,Sl 680Ptd VB3504315 
C40,88 Sae as above VB3504315A 
C9,23,44 Ca,,Cer,Cos,5X 120Ptd · VB3504295 
C90,79,92 Saae as above VB3504295A 
CtS,22,25 CaP,Min,Disc Cll20A103K .011fd VB3503615 
C29,30,65 Sae as above IJB3503615A 
C70,72,74 San as above VB3503615B 
C78,80,83 Sau as above VB3503615C 
C86,97 Sae as above VB3503615D 
C19,20,46 CaP,Cer,Co!f, SX 18 Ptd VB3504250 
C48 CaP,Cer,Co!f,5% 68Ptd VB3504280 
C24,26 CaP,Cer,Co!f,5X 47Ptd VB3504275 
C27 CaP,Cer,Co!f, 5X 27 Ptd VB3504260 
C31,52,53 CaP,Cer,Cos,SX 150Ptd VB3504297 
CJS,36,61 Sae as above VB3504297A 
C62 Sae as above VB3504297B 
C32,43,84 CaP,Cer,Cos, Sl 33 Ptd VB3504262 
C33,64,91 CaP,Cer,N750 •No Subs• 22 pfd VB3504218 
C93 Sae as above VB3504218A 
C45,69,85 CaP,Cer,Cos,SX 220Pfd VB3504300 
C70,71,75 CaP,Cer,SOV CH20A104K ,1 afd VB3503616 
C76,87,95 Sane as above VB3503616A 
C96,100 Sate as above VB3503616B 
C101 Sae as above VB3503616C 
C41,73,82 CaP,Cer,Co!f,SX,22Pfd VB3504255 
C77,49 Saae as above VB3504255A 
C42,67,50 CaP,cer COG 2.2 Pfd, 5X VB3504232 
C47 CAP.CER.C06,1PF,S'~,50-200V VB3504055 
C68,54 CaP,Cer,Co!f,5% 56Ptd VB3504277 
C21,55,57 CaP,COG,6.8 Pfd,SX VB3504075 
C59, 111 Same as above VB3504075A 
C110 CAP To be deterained xxxxxxxxx 
C66 CaP,Cer,Cos, 5X 39 Ptd VB3504265 
C63 CaP,Cer COG 12Pf!f SX VB3504240 
C89,94,98 CaP,Cer,Cos,SX 1000Pfd VB3504320 
C103 CaP,Co!f lon!f Lead 1500Ptd VB3504321 
C104 Ca,,Cer,Cos,51. 560Ptd VB3504313 
C105 CaP,Cer,Co!f,5X 2200Ptd VB3504322 
C102 Sate as above VB3504323A 
C106 Sarie as above VB3504300A 
C112 JuflPer JJJJJJJJJ 
Flt Helical Res,232HT1009A,452.SCF VB3504022 
FL2 Filtr,Xtal45HHz4371F VB3504029 
Fl3AB,4AB Filter,Xtal,10.7HHZ SOKOL VB3504030 · 
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PART NUMBER : Vff2S00147-03 

ITEM DESCRIPTION VECTRAN PART NO. 

FLS Cr9stali discri1in. 12283 VB3S04035 
L1 Ind,Air,3T,1/BIDTinned IJH2510081 
L9 Ind,Air,ST,1/BID,120 Ga. IJM2510082 
L4-7,2S Not used this application YYYYYYYYY-03 
l3 Ind,CbokeBifilar,Xforaer,4T Vlt2510079 
L17A Ferrite Bead,FB-43-101 IJB1501100 
LB,17 Ind,Cboke,1.2ub Tactel VB2501120 
ll0-12,31 Inductor,IJar. 8.25T IJH2S01065 
L32 Sae as above VH2501065A 
L13,14 Inductor,Var. 5,25T VK2501067 
llS,16 Inductor ,Var, 2,25T VK2501066 
L18-21 Inductor,Var. 28,25T VK2501075 
L22 Ferrite Bead Ind, 5 Turns VB1501108 
L23,24 Inductor,Var, 14,2ST Vlf2501070 
l26-28 Ind,Choke,27uh Tactel VB2501121 
l29 Ind,Cboke,.1uh Tactel IJB2501122 
L30 Ind,Air,4T,1/BID,120 Ga IJM2510083 
Pl Header,10PinlfinitPC Ht 87588-1 VB2501029 
P2 Conn,RF,HiniaturePC 510510000 VB2500850 
Qt XistorHitret,lfRF966,RF VB3503111 
04,8 Transistor,Fet U309 IJB3503101 
92 Not used this aPPlication YYYYYYYYY-04 
03,9 Transistor,P 3N211 IJB3503140 
95-7,10 Transistor,2N5179,RF IJB3503155 
Rt Res,CC,1/4W,100oh1,5Z VB3500021 
R24,42,9 Res,CC,1/4W,33oh1,SX IJB3SOOOOS 
R3,30,22 Res,CC,l/4H,51oh1,SX VB3500013 
R4 Res,CC,1/4W,3.3Kob1,SX IJB3500063 
RS,6,27,53 Res,CC,1/4W,10Kob1,SX VB3500090 
R7,14 Res,CC,1/4N,4.7Koh1,SX VB3500071 
RB,16,26 Res,CC,1/4W,220ob1,SX VB3500029 
RU,20 Res,CC,1/4H,t.5Koh1,S', VB3500051 
R12,13,19 Res,CC,1/4W,6,8Kob1,SX VB3500075 
R2t,52 Saae as above IJ83500075A 
R15 Res,CC,1/4H,1,2Koh1,SX VB3500049 
R2,10,40 Not ·used this aPPI ication YYYYYYYYY-05 
R17 Res,CC,t/4H,330ob1,SX VB3500033 
R18 Res,CC,1/4W,470oh1,SX VB3500039 
R25 Res,CC,1/4W,4,3Koh1,SX VB3500069 
R23,29 Res,CC,1/4W,15Koh1,SX VB3500120 
R31,32 ResKF1/8W1XRH55D4121F 4.12Koh1 VB3500500 
R33,43,44 Res,Var,PTC 10,L-H 2.S,10K VB3500837 
R34,41 Res,CC,1/4W,75Koh1,5% VB3500210 
R35,36,38 Res,CC,1/4N,220Koba,S'l VB3500290 
R39 Sane as above VB3500290A 
R37,51 Res,CC,1/4W,39Koh1,SX VB3500170 
RPt,2 Res,Si,,4308-R102-473 47K Obi VB3500856 
TP1-9 Test Point 60803-2CTin) VB1500065 
Ul Hixer,UHF,SBL-1X,DoubleBalance IJB350402t 
U2 Kixer,DoubleBalanced,KCL-SBL-1 VB3504020 
U3 I.C.,Retulator,BV,78L08 VB3501500 
U4 IC,Ret,SVDC T0-92 NC78LOSACP VB3501503 
US,6,8 IC,linear,CA3240E or -EX VB3502060 
U7 IC,Linear,CA3189E VB3502055 
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PART NUNllER : VH2500147-03 

ITEM DESCRIPTION VECTRAN PART NO. 

03-10 Xistor Pad T018 T018-003 VB1500060 
Y1 Cr~stal, To be deter1ined TBD-CRYSTAL 
W3 Jur.,er JJJJJJJJJ-01 
W2,4,S,6 Hot used this a,,Iication YYYYYYYYY-06 
Y2 XTAL, 34R300, 11,433330 Hhz VB2S02203 
R54 Res,1/BW,5:C,CC 6.8K VB3500567 
RV1 TranstSUPP 56V tlOV V56KA2B VB3504005 
INSTALL Saae as above VB350400SA 
RV1 & RS4 Sate as above VB3504005B 
BETWEEN Saae as above VB3504005C 
SMB CENTER Saae as above VB3504005D 
COND & GHD Saae as above VB3504005E 
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